
Profile 
Software Developer with over 15 years of experience with a focus on developing 
applications for creative expression. 

Full Stack Experience 
WEB DEVELOPER, TVC @ GOOGLE — 2019-PRESENT 

Work on one of the primary teams integrating with Google’s Web Component frameworks. 
Provide TypeScript, state management and object oriented expertise to develop and 
architect the front-end. Mentor junior developers.   

FREELANCE FULL STACK DEVELOPER — 2017-PRESENT 

Work as tech lead on short to mid term projects for mobile, web, and backend. Lead small 
teams in agile environments. Provide architecture and framework choices to meet project 
needs and deadlines. 

LEAD MOBILE DEVELOPER — 2017-2019 

Led teams on hybrid React Native mobile apps.  Built custom native libraries in Java and 
Objective-C for optimal video streaming to high latency regions. Optimized video load 
times using analytics and performance monitoring. Introduced unique generated React/
Redux architecture minimizing boilerplate and optimizing developer experience. 

CTO, VERISART — 2015-2017 

Designed and built backend to blockchain artwork certification technology in Golang. 
Including authentication, image, and archiving services. Designed relational schema for 
Postgres conforming to Art industry standards like Cidoc-CRM. Designed protocols and 
APIs used across mobile and web clients. Generated cross platform client libraries for 
mobile and web from single code base. Led small team on iOS client. 

FREELANCE DEVELOPER — 2012-2015 

Acted as sole front-end developer for numerous client projects for Google marketing 
including Google Mobile, Google Now, Chrome Time Machine, and Google Zeitgeist. Built 
custom JavaScript libraries to provide animated, immersive, unique experiences. 
Developed custom software to decompile Flash and retarget it for HTML5. 

CO-FOUNDER D2BD LLC — 2012-2015 

Developed iOS Video Editing app Animatic (discontinued). Created custom multi-
threaded, GPU accelerated video editing library in C++.  
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Research 
GENERATIVE SCULPTURE, NYC PARKS — 2020 

Designed generative algorithms to create 3d structures. Implemented C++ simulation 
using OpenGL, PhysX engine and motion planning algorithms to cull thousands of 
generations down to solution based on design constraints. Built a real version in NYC. 

NIGHT SHAPES IOS APP, SELF — 2019 

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/night-shapes/id1490540845?ls=1 

Designed generative audio app for iOS. Wrote custom GPU shaders and audio stack to 
infinitely explore a synchronized geometric and auditory space.  

ROTOPHONE MOTORIZED AUDIO INSTALLATION, ENTREE GALLERY — 2017 

Designed and built single motor robot and motion planning software. Designed hardware 
as well as protocols and calibration. Developed motion control and audio generation 
software using Core Data to implement a 2D CAD-like editor.  

ELECTRIC RIBBON — 2008-2010 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HRyZb6vnt4 

Designed and built a complete Smart Textile solution for music performance. Designed 
PCBs, embedded software, sensors, wireless protocols, and client software. Designed 
textiles using conductive fibers. Solved complicated sensor noise issues. 

CHROMEBOOK BAG — 2013 

Designed custom origami based laptop bag for Google Creative Lab along with demo of 
WebGL customization software. 

Education 
University of California — Design | Media Arts 2004 

Focus on Video, Audio, Animation (2D & 3D), Creative Coding (Casey Reas) 

Skills 
Web, Mobile, iOS, React Native, TypeScript, C++, Golang, Swift, Objective-C, Java, React, 
Postgres, Prototyping, Generative Design, Graphics programming (OpenGL, WebGL, 
Metal), Audio programming (SuperCollider, PureData, Max/MSP), AWS
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